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About This Game

Battle For Landriel is an RTS without the direct control of the units. The game events take place during the countless invasions
of the armies of orcs and goblins, the dead and other evil things. The responsibility to construct the base lies on the shoulders of

the young commander, including the gathering of resources, as well as helping the warriors in battle with the spells. At first
sight, everything is quite simple, but do not be fooled. The countless Orcs go through the obelisks into our world, and a tactical
approach required for the victory. At the end of each level, there will be a vast upgrade window for you, which is much help in

the fight against the invaders.

Upgrade the skills, monitor the resources and drive the Orcs back into their world. The key to victory is a carefully considered
and designed strategy! Only then you can save the blooming lands of Landriel!
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Wish I'd read the reviews before buying. Absolute waste of money for \u00a33.99.

Game was too short, not even an hours game play. Was also glitchy meaning I had to restart a couple of levels as it wouldn't let
me click.

Puzzles were too simple and it makes our that level 10 is a level by letting you click 'play' but its not a real level. So in effect
only 9 levels.. I loved the original Insane so I wasn't sure if this was gonna live upto its awesome gameplay but it totally does. It
looks awesome at HD resolutions and delivers the fantastic gameplay we all remember from the first game. This has a few new
game modes the original didn't have which adds to the gameplay a fair bit. A good mix of vehicles and upgrades also. Works
great with the controller with the default configuration being ideal.

My only complaint is not being able to find anyone online with the multiplayer option. Very confused there aren't tons of people
playing this online as the type of gameplay modes this game has lend themselves perfectly to a ton of multiplayer fun. The single
player game is awesome though and will keep you occupied for a good length of time, with you also coming back for more time
and time again due to it being a great racing game.

Highly recommended if the multiplayer online isn't overly important to you.. It had so much potential, but nobody plays and the
AI is awful. I re-purchased this game again after receiving a message from the developer that an issue had been resolved, and it
certainly now is worth 10\/10
Good game variations, and on the Vive it plays extremely well.
Good to know that there's someone there who listens and keeps an eye on the feedback.
Well done guys. This tutorial is good but has some serious problems. It moves by the important stuff way too fast, while
spending way too long on trival stuff. For example, which buttons to press to open specific menu, or even which multiple
settings needs to be set before something will work properly, all happens in the blink of an eye. "Just click this, this, and this,
and we are ready to go". Impossible to follow without stopping every second through those parts as you try to pause, alt-tab into
blender, click one button, alt-tab to the video, play 1 sec, pause again, alt-tab back into blender, press another button, and so on.
If you miss an important button click, good luck finding that part again. Further more sometimes it is impossible to see where
his mouse is it as darts around the screen pushing buttons.

Then he spend way too long on the trival stuff. I know how to place things on an image so they dont overlap, that part does not
need to be 5 mins. It just making that which buttons to press harder to find. Some times i have given up on even following the
tutorial and simple google for answers.

I learnt a lot, and he clearly is very good. but try youtube first before you buy this. I just thought something released by
officially by blender would be a little higher quality.

Also common steam, place a next video button on your video player.
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game is just great. its actually alot deeper than it appears. lots of game here to explore and survive. id love to see more titles like
this from the devs. i like conducter, but this feels like a fully immersive and fun vr game.. Amazing game. I have always had
ideas about a game like this and here it is.. Good Game ! :). I usually like the Choice of Games\/Hosted Games style of choose-
your-own-adventure games, but I could barely bring myself into the second chapter of this one. It's a painfully generic fantasy
world piled high with cliches and irritating characters. The dialogue is uninteresting at best, and the "what gender are you"
choice is rendered as a question about whether you just got smacked in the balls or the breasts (and I'm relatively sure the game
actually does describe a female MC as having "sensitive teats" which is a really weird thing to read). The writing switches
between being dull and uncomfortable, and in the end I was tasked with deciding whether I should try to tough it out to the end,
or write this review and uninstall a half-finished game.
I think I made the right choice.. Until You Add The Bots To Play Alone. interesting rpg made with rpg maker.
usually all these games have a similar looks, as they are based on a same platform, developing software;
but a story is different every time you see something developed with RPGmaker.

this time you'll be playing for a EXORCIST:
do you know how to find out if theres a demon in a kid or its just a lie?
do you know what to do after you already face a demon?
lots of different interiors, demons, latin language, whole town of characters and a cheap price.
. it is noit any rule set. despight the description was hopiing to use in a 3.5 dnd game. super uncontroleble cars
so uncontroleble its no fun at all. Omg this is Fun!!! I was looking for something a little different and i found it lol. Who knew
beating up robots with my bare hands could be so fun. I cant wait to see what they add next....More opponents, different lvls,
more weapons hahaha!!! After a couple rounds i unlocked a weapon and it really changed how I went about the match...Tried to
see what i could remove from the robot while fighting lol....I removed a head and arms from one guy and couldnt stop laughing
while i finished the match. they did a great job with the lvl design i cant wait to see whats next!! Great job guys!!!!. Great
simulator with rapid update/improvement cycles. Developers respond to problems, offer solutions, and improve the sim. Very
realistic helicopter flying, many heli choices, and many options for controllers to use via USB.
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